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received the help that they
needed in a caring and sensitive
manner. Just a few months ago
on a dark and very cold evening,
my husband encountered an elderly woman with her two little
grandchildren, sitting outside
the Lucky store in the Fairmont
Shopping Center, begging for
food. He was able to give them the
help that they needed that night,
butwecanonlyhopethattheyappealed to the Resource Center for
greater assistance. Do we want
hungry children and elderly in
Pacifica?
In 2007, I myself needed to
ask the Resource Center for suggestions regarding medical insurance. I had lived without it since
losing my job as the Data Security Administrator at the Pacific
(Stock) Exchange in 2001, but I
wasn’t feeling well. Thanks to being informed about the Rotacare
Clinic at Seton Hospital, I re-

ceived the help that I needed then
and throughout what became a
life-threatening situation. I would
not have known where to turn
without the Resource Center, so
I credit them with providing the
first level of assistance that ultimately saved my life.
I also have a dear friend whose
familywasfedwith groceries from
the Resource Center while she
successfully fought her own lifeor-death battle with breast cancer.
The services and support offered
by the Resource Center are an
essential safety net for more and
moreofusnormal working people
asweloseourjobs, our homes, our
dignity and our ability to care for
our families, through no fault of
our own. Unfortunately, I remain
unaware of how many people are
served by each of the services under consideration for elimination
or reduction. To me, that question
is key to deciding which services
to cut, but it was not posted on
Wednesday night and does not appear in the survey. Does a $10,000
cut affect 50 people? A thousand
people? The survey is available

at http://www.cityofpacifica.org/
government/committees/financing_city_services_task_force/
financing_options_and_open_
house.asp and I urge you to complete and submit it. I spoke with
Mayor Nihart on Wednesday
and I asked her to convene Town
Hall meetings. People were very
passionate about their concerns
and deserve to be heard by more
than the few people staffing the
five tables where we could ask our
questions or those who will review
our surveys. Are we investigating
whether or not we can combine
city departments and eliminate
management positions? Exactly
what sacrifices have city employees already made in terms of salary and/or benefits reductions
and will more be made? Please
join me in asking these questions,
as well as in making it clear that
we are not in favor of cuts that will
further endanger the survival or
well-being of those most in need
in our community. Too often, our
silence suggests tacit approval.
Evelyn Safiri
Fairmont West

Two cents

wonder we are broke.
We then went to visit
the next spot in the Room of
Doom. The“How-about-weraise-your-taxes-by-500 percent” spot. We have a Utility
Users Tax right now levied
on PG&E at 6.5 percent; most
average about $75 a year. The
new and improved Utility Tax
from Council would push that
to $500 or more by taxing all
your
telecommunications.
Of course, businesses will be
hit hard because they pay for
all their telecommunications
connections at work AND
home. They get taxed twice!.
But how many of you have
multiple phone lines, computer connections and other
telecommunication devices
into your home? Your kids’
cell phones will be taxed as
well.
We moved on to having a
conversation with a key member of the Financing Committee, and he asks me what I
would do. What would I do?
First of all, I’d give people
choices. Doom and Gloom or
window of opportunity. Why
weren’t there any clear options presented to raise revenue, to create a sustainable
economy after all these years?
Why is everything we get
from Council “gimme more
taxes and cut what is left”?
Think about it. If we were
to develop just the old wastewater treatment plant on
Palmetto, our “main street,”
how would that change the
equation? The site has been
vacant for 12 years! Let’s see,
new income from permits,
fees and sales and room tax,
then tax revenues increase.
The new library could open
the now vacant Hilton site to
development, as well as the
Sanchez site, which is over a
football field in size. Second,
move city hall into the cavernous and half empty police
building. Sharing is what we
learned in kindergarten. It
still works. That opens two
city blocks to development in
line with the Palmetto beau-

tification project. More revenue, less Council demand for
gimme new taxes!
That’s only two suggestions. Put those on the table
with estimated revenue and
a timeline when the projects
would be approved and when
revenue would be generated
and we have a road map out
of this mess. Maybe some
temporary revenue enhancements are OK with the knowledge that this town is striving
to increase our base. But this
city has to move forward on
new economic revenue or it’s
the same “gimme more taxes”
from Council. Right now we
have no idea if or when any
projects on vacant land or under-utilized land will become
revenue producing. In other
words, without an economic
upside, we are stuck in this
Council mindset of either
gimme more taxes and/or
more cuts.
And this Finance Committee member’s response? He
had no answer. And he had no
suggestion for an economic
recovery plan so this town
could show its taxpayers that
there is a light at the end of
the tunnel.
So what to do? This town
needs a serious discussion of
the opportunities staring us in
the face. Do we leverage our
commercial sites? Do we turn
income potential properties
into parks? I can tell you with
certainty if Council cannot
pledge to the taxpayers that
local sustainable economic
measures will take place over
the next five years that will
throw off needed revenue, no
additional tax increases will
be supported by the voters.
If Council won’t commit to
a road map with a clear due
date and deliverables, forget
about new taxes. We must
get off this one way street of
never ending Council gimme
more tax demands without an
economic solution. City Council has said gimme more taxes
too often. That line is so over
with.

Editor:
I attended the Open House
regarding the Pacifica’s ‘service’
options for its Five-Year Financial Plan. I was pleased to see so
many people there. Many of those
whom I talked with thought there
would be a presentation given on
each item and we were frustrated
only to find papers taped to the
wall for us to read and people
seated at a table near each paper
for us to talk with individually.
First, that’s a classic “Divide
andConquer” tactic as no one else
could hear our concerns and the
noise in the room made it almost
impossible to hear, then having to
bend over (they being seated and
we standing) made it uncomfortable for us.
I got no meaningful answers
to my questions. One person said
I should have come to their meetings. Hello – are you saying that
we cannot trust the people who
volunteered to take on this project to have the best interests of
Pacifica citizens in mind? When

Our Turn

long absence. Publisher Elaine
Larsen advises us that: “ Pacifica
is considering outsourcing the
entire police department to the
San Mateo County Sheriff. We’ve
already outsourced dispatching
to South San Francisco.”
But why is that? Missing from
theeditorial is the numbers which
tell the story. There is no explanation as to why Pacifica is in the situation of having to outsource the
police department. Is it because
the promises made to employees
are unsustainable? The Tribune
doesn’t explain. “But has anyone
done the math? What do deputies
earn compared to our officers?”
One would wish for an explanation of these statements, but none
is forthcoming from the editor.
“We will have given it up and
will be dealing with an elected
Sheriff in Redwood City to determine our law enforcement priorities in Pacifica. This could be
a very high price to pay.” What is
theprice?Whatarethe numbers?
The Tribune doesn’t explain.
Editor:
Lionel Emde
The Tribune is now publishEdgemar
ing editorials again, after a very

I asked someone at another table
why salaries and compensation
were not being considered, the
answer was vaguely about contracts already signed and the
revenue stream. It sounded to me
that this Task Force was not willing to even discuss renegotiating
contracts as long as Pacificans
are willing to be their cash cow.
Bringing the top salaries and
benefits into line with the current
economy will solve this short fall.
Stop taking essential services
away from those who need them
most just to satisfy greedy inflated egos. As I was leaving, very
much disgusted, a friend said
she thought the decisions were
already made and this charade
was put on only to make us aware
of what was going to happen. She
wondered whether the surveys
would even be read.
Linda Corwin
Sharp Park

Data, Please

My Turn

Jim Wagner & Mark Stechbart
We attended the “open
house” sponsored by the city
and the Financing City Services Committee on Jan. 11.
This meeting was supposed
to explain to Pacifica taxpayers our current predicament
on financing city services
when we have no sustaining
local economy. It was quite
an affair with a very odd and
strange format. We like to
think of it as the “Room of
Doom,” or maybe speed dating. The main topic was which
city service would you like to
lose? Not the most empowering event we’ve ever been to
but one would suppose was
inevitable considering the
zero sustainable economic
policies of this town for the
last 30 years. Several hundred Pacificans milled about
in confusion as to what they
were supposed to be doing.
Everyone thought a presentation from Council or the Committee would take place with
question and answer afterwards. Then maybe a public
record would have been made
of all comments, like a regular
council meeting and a video
available to cable TV. No,
the arrangement in an overcrowded room was to move
from station to station and
listen to Financing Committee members explain a revenue predicament that they
did not create. No Council
member presented anything
to the crowd from the podium. It did sound like council
members Stone and Nihart
were getting an earful from
disgruntled citizens. We saw
DeJarnatt sneak in and out.
Digre was hiding in the back
and, as is custom, Vreeland
was nowhere in sight.
Financing
Committee
members were offered up
like lambs to the lions. They
were supposed to be answering questions, but most were
woefully unprepared for the
onslaught of voter negativity
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dished to them. One booth
was set up to explain the contracting of our police services
to the Sheriff. There in bold
black and white was the number $1.5 million which might
be saved if Pacifica police services were contracted to the
Sheriff. Sounds impressive,
doesn’t it! It’s meaningless,
evidently. That’s the number
that San Carlos estimates
they will save. The San Carlos saving number might be
close or maybe not. It has no
basis to the reality we call Pacifica, just a number. It’s all
based on the San Carlos contract. We have to prepare and
negotiate our own contract
with the Sheriff. That should
scare the living daylights out
of you! Who are we going to
trust to negotiate that Sheriff contract for us? A majority of the current city council
has spent us into the ground.
Who knows what our structural deficit is now. I understand they are already tapping into the little reserves
we have left. Who’s watching
the spending? Furthermore,
what services are they going
to demand from the Sheriff?
What do we have to pay in return? Do our current officers
stay or do they go? We’ve
seen this contracting to the
Sheriff coming for years as
the structural deficit spending increases. As this community meeting approached over
the past couple of months,
couldn’t our Council leadership have real numbers prepared beforehand on what we
would save with a contract to
the Sheriff so that we would
have a meaningful discussion
about options? What a waste
of time. Council says: “Here’s
some numbers so voters can
make a decision about our
town budget, but the numbers are not real solid. These
are San Carlos numbers, they
are a good guess, but what do
you think?” Unbelievable! No

Wandering &
Wondering
John Maybury
WINTER OF MY DISCONTENT
Meteorologists say winter is about to begin this week after
a historic dry spell from Thanksgiving until well into January. I have been wandering and wondering through the literature on climate and weather, trying to understand how a
high-pressure system could just park on top of us and push
away all our usual storms. Foul-looking and smoky-smelling air around the Bay Area, dry brown hills, lack of rain
and snow -- all have thrown me into a deep funk. My New
England soul craves dramatic winter storms, so this past
month and a half has been pure hell for me. It reminds me
of when I lived in L.A., the land of eternal sunshine, where
you get up in the morning and say, “Ho hum, just another
sunny day in paradise.” So I have been studying the Coriolis
effect, anticyclones, arctic oscillations, La Nina, jet streams,
centrifugal forces, Rossby numbers, pressure gradients,
and isobars. Phew. I am impressed that those happy-talking TV weather wonks have to learn all this arcane stuff.
Apparently, weather is the result of many different natural
and manmade factors, and the experts don’t all agree on
what they are or how they interact. I might as well postulate that the obesity epidemic causes the earth to wobble on
its axis, thereby creating climatic disruptions and freakish
weather such as we are experiencing this year. Whether
you are a climate change believer or denier, you have to
admit that the past six weeks have felt ominous for us and
for the planet, a perfect storm of zero precipitation, with
nary a cloud in the sky. As the rain finally begins to fall this
week (we fervently hope), the best thing is that I no longer
will have to hear on the news that it’s another nice day in
paradise.
WATERFOWL WONDERLAND
Winter is peak bird-watching time at Gray Lodge state
wildlife refuge east of Colusa and north of the mighty Sutter
Buttes. All over this Central Valley region, rice farmers
used to burn the stubble after harvesting their crops. Now

they spare the air, flood their fields, and welcome migrating
geese and ducks, which stop off to rest, feed on the leftover
rice, and then move on, leaving behind their soil-enriching
waste. It’s a win-win for farmers and birds. In another important way, it’s also a win-win for hunters and bird-watchers, who both benefit from the abundance of bird life in the
refuge and surrounding area, including several nearby state
and federal wildlife refuges. Duck hunters are restricted to
designated areas of Gray Lodge on weekends and Wednesdays. Their license fees help pay for refuge management by
California Fish and Game. Bird-watchers pay $4 per person
to drive into the viewing area, where there is a hiking trail
on the levee around the refuge, a viewing platform with a
telescope, and a separate loop road for viewing only from
your car. On non-hunting days (Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday) it is very quiet and peaceful. All you hear is the
birds and the wind. At sundown, you may even see and hear
a mass exodus of geese, as wave after wave of them head
out in honking, squawking V formations (see Gray Lodge
story with Leslie Davidson’s photos posted January 12 on
my Pacifica Riptide blog). If you go, be sure to look up Gray
Lodge online for further information. If you want a comfortable place to stay nearby, check out Feather Falls Resort
south of Oroville (reasonably priced rooms, heated swimming pool, hot tub, sauna, exercise room, gambling casino,
restaurant, campground). Bonus find: Doering’s Mandarins,
Highway 99 at Highway 162 west of Oroville – most delicious Satsuma Mandarin oranges I have ever tasted, and
the fruit stand also sells kiwis, persimmons, pomegranates,
nuts, and local honey. Mail order: phone 530-882-4361 or
email dmandarins@yahoo.com.
PENSION TSUNAMI
Sign of the times: Rising costs and floods of pension payouts
have sunk Hostess Brands,Inc. as it enters a second round
of bankruptcy restructuring. Hostess, for those of you
unfamiliar with this great nation’s peculiar junk food habits,
makes Twinkies, Ding Dongs, HoHos, Hostess Cup Cakes,
Donettes, Drake’s Devil Dogs, and -- to cover all its bases
-- Nature’s Pride bread.
GO SLOW
You know I love trains, but I am dead set against the
California high-speed rail (HSR) boondoggle as currently
configured. On January 13 the CEO resigned to spend more
time with his family. Translation: HSR is a dead duck. Its

Emmanuel Williams
As a college writing
teacher I’ve always impressed on my students that
good writing comes from
good thinking, and that good
thinking comes from a mind
that seeks to be guided by
fairness, balance, saying
what you think (rather than
what you feel), backing up
what you think with clear
logical argument and–where
relevant–research. I’ve always believed that democracy thrives best when its
members have been taught
– and more importantly,
have understood, the value of
these mental habits. To the
extent that we listen quietly
to one another and treat one
another’s views with care and
respect; to the extent that we
consider human beings more
importance than ideology, to
that extent we live in a civilized society and a functioning democracy.
Recently a friend said to
me, “I am appalled by the
low standards of political discourse in this country.” (He’s
one of the brightest people I
know; an economics professor at Stanford and, it should
be noted, a Republican.) He
lamented the swelling choruses of partisan shouting,
the gridlock created by the
obstinate refusal to see any
merit in other people’s different points of views, the
endless sacrifice of facts on
the altar of emotional soundbites.
Frank Cimo’s recent attack on Occupied Wall Street
is a very typical example
of soundbite thinking. It’s

empty of logical argument,
reasoned analysis, concrete
examples and/or facts. It’s
full of stereotyping: “Woodstock wannabes… Sandalistas…” and big soundbite
assertions like: “Obama is
the OWS” that dwindle to
nothing when considered
for longer than two seconds.
I very much regret that the
Tribune editor chooses to
publish this kind of material.
I want to make it clear that
my protest is based not on
ideological grounds – there’s
vacuous ranting to be heard
on both sides of the political spectrum and it matters
little in this context whether
Mr. Cimo is a Republican or
a Democrat – but on my belief that with the freedom
we share in a democracy to
express ourselves comes the
responsibility to do so with
fairness, respect and reason,
qualities largely absent from
Mr. Cimo’s piece.
This brand of take–no–
prisoners ranting isn’t hard
to do: “Tea-partiers are nothing but a bunch of Koch–subsidized gun-toting big-bellied
Hannity hangers-on Rushing
their Fux news diatribes into
Glenn-Beckoning
another
Limbaugh…”
Is this what we want our
political discourse to sound
like… heads with no ears and
vast mouths shouting insults
and lies across an echoing
canyon?
We can do better than
this. I know we can. I’ve
helped – and seen – hundreds
of college students do better
than this.
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business plan is a joke. Hoped-for federal assistance is in
jeopardy because of HSR’s disorganization and dysfunction. In several years of existence, HSR has spent millions
of taxpayer dollars on meetings, consultants, publicity,
and other phony-baloney without laying a single mile of
track. The gerrymandered route of the train through the
Central Valley reflects special-interest zigzags in favor of
greedy land speculators and lawmakers on board just to
profit from this scheme. This proposed “train to nowhere”
would wipe out or endanger orchards, farm fields, wetlands,
irrigation projects, and low-income neighborhoods. Since
California voters approved HSR by 53 percent to 47 percent
back in 2008 with passage of Proposition 1A, the price tag
has tripled to almost $100 billion. Now a California Field
Poll has found that 64 percent of the state’s voters want
to put Prop. 1A back on the ballot and would kill it off by a
margin of 2-1. It’s time to stop this runaway train and get
back to running a real railroad. Using even a small portion
of HSR’s bloated budget could upgrade existing tracks and
rolling stock to run good, solid passenger trains at 125 miles
per hour all over the state -- and really make a difference.
HSR was originally a great idea, but it has run right off
the tracks. To learn more, visit Train Riders of California
(TRAC) at calrailnews.com.
SPANISH AND FRENCH CLASSES
Spanish and French language classes for adults at Terra
Nova High School (Jefferson Union High School District).
$60 for 12 Wednesday evening classes. February 1 through
May 2, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Register at first class or through
JUHSD (www.juhsd.net and click Adult Education, then
Community Classes) or call 650-550-7871. Email Christine
Guzman for Spanish at spanishwithchristine@gmail.com or
Monique for French at moniquedubief@earthlink.net
SWAMI SEZ
“Republicans want to deregulate business but regulate
sex between consenting adults? Should be the other way
around.”
(Sherman Alexie, Native American author and comedian)
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